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Music for dance, yoga  meditation featuring great rhythms and beats, chanting, fretless bass

saxophone,and strings. This multi-dimensional double CD gives your an out-of-this-world experience of

the sacred mantras of kundalini yoga. 17 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Yoga, HIP-HOP/RAP: Spiritual Rap

Details: This multi-dimenstional double CD gives your an out-of-this-world experience of the sacred

mantras of Kundalini Yoga. Meditate to the sound of transforming chants on one CD. Or enjoy the hip-hop

English fusion with mantra on the other. Breathe deep  let your soul fly! What people are saying:These

tunes have a nice beat, a positive message and evolving sound. Boundless expression of pure creativity

in the form of rhythm and mystic deliberation "This is monumental! Dev Suroop is exploring frontiers in

chant music that will allow you to access your meditative mind in ways that you would not have previously

imagined." If you're ready for the next merger, this album is a must. About Dev Suroop An accomplished

musician, recording artist, and teacher of Kundalini and Naad Yoga, Dev Suroop Kaur uses the art of

sound to create an experience of deep transformation and healing. From the deeply contemplative

compositions in her recording Narayan to the hip, edgy beats of her chant-rap CD Kundalini Beat, Dev

Suroop Kaur offers an extraordinary range of styles to invoke the experience of the Divine Spirit. She

leads chanting programs with musical accompaniment, and offers yoga and meditation instruction and

teachings about living a spiritual life. Her focus is teaching courses about loving the experience of your

voice, and using your voice as a meditative tool to transform and uplift. Dev Suroop Kaur specializes in

training teachers of Kundalini Yoga in the science of Naad Yoga, conscious communication, and how to

teach others to access the beauty and power of their personal voice. After much searching and longing

for a deeply spiritual lifestyle, Dev Suroop Kaur discovered the practice of Kundalini Yoga in the autumn

of 1983 and met her spiritual teacher, Yogi Bhajan, Master of Kundalini Yoga, soon thereafter. Thus

began a long and full journey of spiritual practice, study and development as a spiritual musician, teacher

and executive. Dev Suroop Kaur has been a lifelong student of many forms of western music and has

been blessed to participate in intensive studies of Indian Classical Music with Bhai Avtar Singh and Bhai

Kultar Singh of New Delhi, India. She balances her life as an executive, wife of 22 years, musician, yoga
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teacher and Certified Kundalini Yoga Teacher Trainer. She earned her MBA from the Claremont

Graduate University and works in New Mexico as a corporate executive. Searches:Kundalini beats Dev

Suroop Kaur
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